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George Polke is pleased to announce the ﬁnal installment of Two for the summer projected drawings by Sibyl Montague and a video by Joaquín del Paso and Martyna Starosta.
The scathing images of Sibyl Montague are made with traditional media; watercolour, ink and graphite studies.
The work is low tech, handcrafted and yet alert, contemporary. The primal is made modern, and modern life
is exposed at its base. Youtube, the internet, mass media- an overwhelming source of images. Montague is both
appalled and seduced by this world view – drawing from it without preaching. Never explicit, but always raw,
the immediacy of ink drawing is translated into animated projections.
Dialogue about an Image, was ﬁlmed “by accident” last year in Warsaw. Two voices discuss the view from a window.
An old lady stands alone, lost and unaware she is being ﬁlmed. Treading the line between documentary and ﬁction,
between constructed view -image - and intrusion. The video is both wretched and beautiful- are they mocking her?
Is this cruel or tender?
SIBYL MONTAGUE graduated from the Limerick school of Art in 2003. Since then she has exhibited widely
both in Ireland and abroad, at Eigse Carlow curated by Patrick T. Murphy (2008) and Fenton Gallery (2007).
She was awarded the emerging artist prize at the Claremorris Open 2007 (selected by Ingrid Swenson) and is a
member of artists group Villa K involved in projects with Cork Caucus, for the Capital of Culture 2005.
JOAQUÍN DEL PASO studies cinematography at Łódz ﬁlm school, Poland, and is producing his ﬁrst ﬁctional
short movie with Lucy Pawlak. MARTYNA STAROSTA is co-organizer of Interﬂugs at the University of Arts Berlin.
She is currently making a documentary about working and living in an East German prison.
del Paso/ Starosta will feature in (trafﬁc scarcely audible) a curated showreel at Domobaal 13 June-19 July.
MONTAGUE + DEL PASO/STAROSTA
DATES 20.06- 06.07.08
OPENS THURSDAY 19 JUNE 6-9PM
SALON SATURDAY 19 JULY 12PM
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